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It’s been a long time
between newsletters and I
apologise to those who have
been wondering where the
newsletter has been! Some
unexpected family illnesses
meant that I have been
unable to put together a
newsletter. With the launch
of the ANSD Journal,
Coolamon, I hope that this
absence hasn’t been too
pronounced.

In this issue:

So, now we have a
journal, does that mean
we won’t be continuing the newsletter? At this stage, we think
the newsletter continues to have an important role in
communicating information, and being a space for shorter articles,
reflections, poetry, and updates from members and Regional
Networks. I’m looking forward to receiving your contributions.
The 2019 Conference is just around the corner. Hold the organising
committee in your prayers as they finalise preparations.
Denise Stephenson
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Editorial Information
Newsletter Editor:
Denise Stephenson
3 Drew Street
East Devonport,
TAS 7310
E: svpilgrim2@gmail.com
Items for inclusion in the
newsletter can be sent to
the Editor at the above
address (email is
preferred).
Your contributions are
very welcome.
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ANSD—Celebrating 30 Years
ANSD Origins
This year, 2019, the Australian Network for Spiritual Direction is 30 years young!
Sometimes it’s good to ponder where we’ve come from in order to know where we want to
go from here. This year ANSD has a significant opportunity to do just that.
It was 30 years ago that the Network came to birth. Enjoy your read in Coolamon of the
origins as described in the short greeting from Wayne Hooper who called folk together in
1989 and in selections of the longer interview which Beth Roberton enjoyed with Dr George
Trippe, the first chair of an ANSD committee. Browse the ANSD website for this and other
interview material.
Share your prayerful reflection on these two pieces with others and with the member of
executive in your state or region. Let’s feast on our youthfulness and our ever blossoming
maturity as we grow into the Mystery that undergirds our practice of spiritual direction.
Di Shearer

And Something New!

Have you visited the updated ANSD website? Go
to www.ansd.org.au to find upcoming events, both
national and regional. Register to access memberonly content, including the new ANSD online
Coolamon Journal.
An updated logo, a refreshed website and a new journal!
ANSD is looking forward to the future, as we celebrate our
origins.
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From Photocopy of St Mark’s Review, Spring 1988 and Summer 1989
On the National Noticeboard of St Mark’s Review, Spring, 1988
St Mark’s is interested in bringing a British or American expert on spiritual direction to
Australia for a series of substantial training workshops. Organisations (including
dioceses) interested in participating in this venture should contact Wayne Hooper, St
Mark’s, Canberra, PO Box E67, Queen Victoria Terrace, ACT, 2600, phone (062) 73 1572
In the Summer, 1989, issue - a two column spread:

There has been a good response to the

If you are interested in attending the

notice in the Spring issue of the Review

seminar Contact Wayne Hooper at St

seeking expressions of interest from

Mark’s Canberr, PO Box E67 Quee

those interested in arranging a series of

Victoria Terrace, ACT 2600 or phone

training workshops in the theory and

(062) 73 1572 indicating which dates

practice of spiritual direction. It is

wold suit you best and what topics you

suggested that, as a first step, a national

would like to see on the agenda. (Please

network of people interested in spiritual

be in touch even if you think you’ll be

direction be formed. We propose to

unable to be in Canberra in April so we

hold a two or three day seminar in

can keep you informed of developments)

Canberra during either the week, April

We will keep costs to a minimum and

16- or April 23-27 to exchange views

should be able to arrange free

and information, discuss common

accommodation.

problems and make plans for future
activities such as lecture tours and
training workshops.

Footnote:
This led to the gathering of 16 folk in Wayne Hooper’s lounge room. There was no set agenda.
The next year 40 people gathered for the first ANSD conference in Adelaide, with Sr Veronica
Brady and Fr Denis Edwards as guest speakers.
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The Australian Network for Spiritual Direction, an ecumenical endeavour, is
committed to fostering spiritual direction and to the training of spiritual
directors in the Christian Community.
We believe spiritual direction to be a vital ministry in the continuing
transformation of all people. It is one of many ministries by which people are
set free to take their share in God's ongoing work. It is a ministry of guidance
taking many forms, and is exercised by women and men, lay and ordained.
The challenges and benefits of spiritual direction are both personal and
corporate in nature. This historical ministry is an effective tool for helping
people address the complex issues of our time.
The Network is committed to:


encouraging spiritual directors in their work



offering opportunities for care and nurture through regular gatherings and
communications



supporting national, regional and local training programs

We welcome to membership and involvement in the Australian Network for
Spiritual Direction all who desire to support this work.

This Statement was adopted by the original committee
in Canberra in 1989
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Faith … grace … Jerusalem—Reflections
For most of my adult life I have questioned the teachings and beliefs taught to me along the
way - the things my Sunday school teacher, Patsy, taught me - the Old Testament at school,
the catechism as part of my confirmation preparation - I rebelled completely and became
Agnostic in my undergraduate years at a left wing university.
Moments of grace brought me back to something beyond the literalist biblical teachings
which can distort and twist the glorious stories which are depicted in the Bible and in the lives
of Christians whose human struggle with culture, authority, truth are represented in church
history.

My epiphanies have rarely been from biblical teachings. I have been touched in the quiet of
my morning meditation.... by the depth in the eyes of a child.... by kindness unexpected.... by
love uncalled for.
My recent ‘I don’t think I believe in anything’ stage was jolted by Mary’s words in that great
annunciation scene when Gabriel, the spiritual personification of truth and love, like a modern
day gynaecologist, delivers to this young woman the news that she is pregnant. ‘All things are
possible for God’ and her acceptance of love as she bows her life to become ‘a servant of the
Lord’. Pure faith.
To me the details surrounding the family origins of the man regarded as the source of a new
thinking and teaching do not matter. All beginnings of great teachings that shift society and
rock the political world need a metaphorical almost mythical story as a backdrop.
Jerusalem is currently at the centre of controversy as the President of the US and our own
Prime Minister consider it as the diplomatic Centre of Israel. Provocative of course, politically
motivated and in contravention of the reality that 3 great religious groups, Judaism, Islam and
Christianity embrace this city as the home of their faith.
And so here we are in Advent, moving towards Christmas and Epiphany, engaging with the
meaning of it all. Mary and Joseph were ‘grass roots’ people and their child Jesus, a leader of
‘grass roots’ people. As our political and corporate masters argue and fight for power like
modern day gladiators, ‘the people’, the ‘grass roots’ walk towards the metaphorical
Jerusalem waving banners for the survival of our planet ... for the care of people seeking
refuge… towards Jerusalem, the internal space of hope…the source of faith... the place of
grace. Together with our brother Jesus.

Anne Morris Bannerman
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2019 ANSD CONFERENCE
6th—8th September, 2019
Amberley Edmund Rice Centre, Lower Plenty, Victoria

The Contribution of Dreams and Dreaming
to Australian Spiritual Direction
with presenters:

Patrick has been accompanying folk for thirty-five years: ten in pastoral
situations, and twenty-five years in specific spiritual direction. He
completed an M.A. in Studies in Religion (1994) and a PhD in theology
and spirituality (1999). Patrick was introduced to listening to dreams by
his spiritual director back in 1980 and finds them invaluable in
companioning.
Brooke Prentis is an Aboriginal Christian Leader who is a descendant of
the Waka Waka peoples. Brooke is the Aboriginal spokesperson for
Common Grace and Coordinator of the Grasstree Gathering. Brooke
works ecumenically on issues of Justice affecting our nation, sharing a
message of Reconciliation as friendship. Brooke is a much sought-after
speaker and writer ,and a community pastor and advocate who has a
vision "to build an Australia built on truth, justice, love and hope".

Post Conference Professional Development Workshop
Don Bosco Retreat Centre, Dandenong Ranges

focussing on Conference themes to further develop our vocation as
icons of God. In addition, Jenny Orford Hill will offer a slow and gentle
art making workshop to share, reflect and respond to dreaming.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

ANSD Annual General Meeting
7th September, 2019
To be held at: Amberley Edmund Rice Centre,
7 Amberley Way, Lower Plenty, Vic 3093
Time: 5pm
Agenda
Ordinary business:
1. Welcome
2. Present
3. Apologies
4. Confirmation of Minutes of last AGM
5. Receipt and consideration of Executive Report (President’s
Report)
6. Receipt and consideration of Financial Report
7. Other Reports
7.1 Brief Regional Reports
(written can be handed to/or emailed to secretary)
7.2 Statutory Secretary
8. Elections
8.1 President (to take effect at the end of this meeting)
8.2 Regional Representatives (at least 5), Canberra,
Sydney, Queensland
8.3 Membership Committee (3 members not on Executive)

Nominations will be accepted from the floor of the meeting, but
prior consent to nomination must have been obtained from
anyone nominated but not present at the AGM.
9. Specific business:
9.1 ANSD Conference 2020—dates, venue, topic
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Remembering Vicki Demmer—7 January, 1951 – 31 May, 2019
Vicki Demmer, a much loved and well respected Spiritual Director, trainer,
retreat leader and supervisor within the ANSD, AECSD and broader spiritual
direction community, died on May 31st, 2019.
Vicki began her spiritual direction journey in 1994, through WellSpring Vic,
where she was one of the first people to commence spiritual direction
training under Jill Manton, graduating in 1996. Vicki continued as part of
the team, taking on various roles, offering creativity, enthusiasm and
courage when WellSpring, as we know it now, was coming into being.
Vicki was a valued part of retreat teams for many years, where she brought music, colour and
beauty. In her younger years, Vicki had been a dancer, which enabled her to offer movement and
body awareness in a natural way, which added to people’s experience. Vicki was a member of the
formation team, involved in the early Quiet Days and interviewed people as they sought spiritual
direction, setting up a team to work alongside her as the demand grew. She also encouraged
and trained others to work alongside her on retreat teams. Vicki was involved with WellSpring for
20 years, leaving a legacy of love, grace, creativity and laughter.
In 2014, Vicki was invited to be a member of the leadership team at the Living Well Centre’s
spiritual direction training program. She had attended many of their programs in the years prior,
including during the years at the Retreat House in Cheltenham. Vicki was a very good friend of
the Living Well Centre, was at home in the ethos and approach and was a very welcome team
member. She offered one to one direction to a wide variety of pilgrims, presented seminars in
the training programs, was an excellent teacher when she was involved in role playing aspects of
the spiritual direction ministry, and was always a great encourager for team and students alike.
She always sought to bring out the best in all those she worked with, seeing potential where
others sometimes couldn’t.
Many within the ANSD and AECSD communities will remember Vicki from her faithful attendance
at conferences, workshops and retreats over the last 25 years. Vicki was one of the very early
members of ANSD, her membership no. revealing she was the 23rd person to register with the
organization!

Vicki’s background in dance brought a special creativity and joy to all that she offered in the
spiritual direction community. Sadly, she faced many health challenges throughout her later life,
however Vicki didn’t allow these set-backs to prevent her from giving all that she could in this
space.
Vicki’s contribution to the spiritual direction community in Melbourne and beyond, has been
immense. She touched the lives of many people across denominations, faith traditions and
communities. To know Vicki was to experience a deep and abiding sense of feeling loved,
accepted and embraced. We thank Vicki for all she brought to the spiritual direction community.
We will miss you Vicki. We invite you to hold Marion, Vicki’s friend, who also became her Carer
and is a member of ANSD, in your thoughts and prayers at this time.
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God and I Co-sculpting my Becoming Self

- Lucy Tierney

For me, and probably for most of us, in our deep Self this phrasing “God and I co-sculpting my
Becoming Self” is a stretching edge to the personal paradigm underpinning our personal
experience of life and living. In this article, I am encouraging all of us to embrace this stretching
edge as one way to live in tune with cosmic evolving realities and so contribute personally to the
unitive, peace, and healing characteristics of evolving universal energies.
Evolving universal energies are current themes in many disciplines today – science, astronomy,
poetry, spiritual writers, and mystics. I’m naming specifically three such current themes.

In The Divine Dance Richard Rohr proclaims that what is basic to his concept of “a Trinitarian
Paradigm Shift” is an understanding and holding of God as “the Ultimate Participant in all that is”
in a personal relationship reality rather than a God who is outside of us and who is the “Eternal
Threatener” (38) who demands, punishes and decrees.
Beatrice Bruteau in The Grand Option “hypothesizes Omega as a real person, supremely loving
and lovable, actually present here and now, and transcendent of the evolutionary sequence so as
to be secure from any possibility of being eventually destroyed … Thus its love can never fail. It
must be that which awakens and liberates these energies in us, and it does this by loving us.” (11)
Noel Davis in his poem

So let’s slip on our Dancing Shoes
adds personal choice to the understandings of
“more-than-us” energy, included in his poem, and
expressed differently by Richard Rohr and Beatrice
Bruteau above.

So let’s slip on our Dancing Shoes
Astronomers identify each star
by its dance
and scientists have deduced
we are made of star dust
so let’s not tarry
and slip on our dancing shoes.

A “Yes!” in all of our lives happens many times every
day. One arena is when we experience urges,
Noel Davis in Together at the Edge p.143
invitations, incentives, compulsions to change. We
can’t evolve on any level of our life and living
without change happening. Stepping stones to the happenings are the
many inner and outer invitations, orchestrated by the mystery of life, to
which we say “Yes!” or “No!” Co-sculpting happens when we take
notice of the invitations then pause, harken in the pauses, and soak/
embrace/and/or/rejoice in the stretching edges of the inner arisings.
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God and I Co-sculpting my Becoming Self (cont.)

In another poem, The Love that sees our beauty, Noel Davis puts flesh on the mutuality of cosculpting our Becoming Self:

The Love that sees our beauty
The Storyteller of our dreams
the Motivator of our quest for freedom
the Soul of our reconcilings
the Beyond of our wildest imaginings
the Presence as close as we are to ourselves
the Love that sees our beauty
enfolds us
holds us
opens our hearts
reveals us to ourselves,
Noel Davis in Together at the edge, p.17.
Isn’t it wonderful to be living in these times when human understanding of mystery, universal
patterns of experience, and the power we have to live in tune with the “Ultimate Participant in all
that is”/”Omega” energy mirrors the expanding reality of the Universe itself?

It’s life’s invitation
are we bold enough to say yes?
Seems it takes a life time
and a lesson or two
to join the dancing universe –
like losing ourselves
to find ourselves again
slipping on our dancing shoes!
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